
Pressure Infuser

TMCHIC Clariflo™ 
Horizontal Infusion Cuff

Quality you can count on
• CHIC works in horizontal and vertical positions. Patient can 
   be lying down, sitting or standing while the CHIC in use.
• CHIC does not require an IV pole for hanging – can be 
   attached directly to the patient or placed in a garment 
   pocket for use in the field for emergency situations. 
• CHIC is manufactured with durable TPU coated Nylon for 
   easy cleaning to allow for multiple uses. 
• CHIC is 100% Leak Tested after manufacturing.
• CHIC is CE marked. 
• CHIC does not contain natural latex rubber.

CHIC has crimp free tubing 
for the inflation assembly 
that is secured with snaps 
to the cuff -reducing the 
possible entanglement of 
IV lines. 

CHIC has large - easy 
to inflate - handbulb to 
pressurize the Twin bladders

CHIC uses a 
durable leak proof 
thumbwheel valve 
for closure and air 
release.

CHIC has easy to read 
Piston Gauge.
• Pressure range 

   0-300mmHg

• 360° gauge visibility

• Bleed valve prevents 

   over-inflation

CHIC adheres to the 
Hydrogel patch with 
Velcro Loop that can be 
placed directly on the 
patient.

CHIC has a dual opening for IV Bag - The IV 
bag can be inserted in either end of the CHIC 
then secured with durable Velcro straps. 

CHIC 
has the 
instructions 
for use 
printed 
directly on 
the cuff 
to assist 
in proper 
operation.

 CHIC has a Twin Bladder for 
pressuring IV bag from both 
sides for increased fluid flow.
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Clariflo™ CHIC Blue
Blue color is intended for military use.

Clariflo™ CHIC Orange
Orange color is typically for EMP use.
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Part Number Description

RU500CHIC-BLUPK Clariflo™ CHIC Infusion Cuff - 500cc Twin Bladder - Blue w/ 5 Patches
RU500CHIC-BLU Clariflo™ CHIC Infusion Cuff - 500cc Twin Bladder - Blue 1/PK
CHICPATCH-BLU Clariflo™ CHIC Infusion Cuff Patch - Blue 5/PK

CHICPATCH-BLU

CHICPATCH-OR

RU500CHIC-BLU

RU500CHIC-OR

Part Number Description

RU500CHIC-ORPK Clariflo™ CHIC Infusion Cuff - 500cc Twin Bladder - Orange w/ 5 Patches
RU500CHIC-OR Clariflo™ CHIC Infusion Cuff - 500cc Twin Bladder - Orange 1/PK
CHICPATCH-OR Clariflo™ CHIC Infusion Cuff Patch - Orange 5/PK

Set Options
1. CHIC with patches - startup kit contains one CHIC and 5 patches
2. CHIC only - one each
3. CHIC patches for use - Hydrogel adhesive - for excellent adhesion to patient


